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SACKING GERMAN GENERALS

The New York Times comments on Hitlers appointment of General Kurt Zeitzler to

replace General Haider; "Haider thus joins a growing number of German Generals who

rose to fame like skyrockets in France, only to be extinguished by the snows of

Russia.

"Generals are dismissed when things are not going right, and things have not

been going right for Hitler for some time. The dismissals are Hitler's way of

trying to shift blame for failures on the ’old army crowd'.

"But as the terms of Haider’s dismissal and many previous reports disclosed,
there is and always has been a genuine difference of opinion between Hitler and his

Generals regarding both strategy and Army control."

The Times says Halder "like Brauchitsch definitely opposed Hitler’s mad winter

campaigns in Russia- As long as Hitlers daring plans succeeded the German Generals

could be depended upon to subordinate their own views to the immediate tasks in hand#

But even German Generals are reluctant to share - in campaigns which they see leading

to diaster*"

"Zeitzler*s main function is likely to be that of *Yes* man to Hitler in bigger

and bolder campaigns at greater German sacrifices, and in that respect the United

Nations must be on their guard®

"But the principal reason for Zeitzler’s selection is probably indicated by bin

Nazi Party membership and his close alliance with Himmler, Himmler has been moving

into the army slowly but surely, and today has installed something like a Nazi

Commissar system to -atch the Goman Commanders* The Nazis or® taking over the

German Army*

"The German Generals are becoming doubtful of German victory. So are the

German people. As far as the civilian population is concerned, Himmler has already
fortified the regime by enlarging his black uniformed S.S. and fortifying strategic

points in Germany* s big cities, especially Berlin, As Goebbels once said, unarmed

civilians no longer rebel against tonics and machine-guns. But the Army has both

tanks and machine-guns- The only way Hitler can protect himself - against the Army

some day turning against him is to put Nazi Generals in command. Hence Zeitzler."

SLOW PROCRESS OF VICTORY

"The capture of the Gona area in New Guinea is a reminder that our fighters in

the Pacific are not pausing to watch the action in the Mediterranean," states the

New York Times, "Gona, like the Solomons, is only another position gained, a

further rung climbed in the Island ladder chat runs up the reckoning reaches of the

western ocean to the far coasts of Japan, The way the Japanese keep returning in a

desperate effort to regain the ground they have lost is convincing proof that the

positions we have seized are of the utmost importance to them.

"The push from Buna to Gona is another stop along a road on which there has

been no retreat since we started to push forward. What we cheer about is not the

capture of a landing place on an unknown island, but the development of the slow

inexorable process of victory."

/red cross work
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GERMAN "PROTECTION"

"When the Nazis crossed the French demarcation lino on November 11, they
announced that their purpose was to prevent a United Nations invasion of France by

way of Corsica", states the New York Times. The expected sequel followed.

Unhappily for France the Germans know only one way of governing; by terror and

butchery* So we have learned this week that in Lyon, which is nowhere near

Corsica and nowhere near the Mediterranean coast, 100 men and women have been

arrested as hostages ’and are now awaiting execution in the Prison Centrale '.

"France, like Poland, is now a German ’Protectorate* and German protection

means as usual protection against freedom, against food, and against the disease

of living* Yet we imagine there are people south of the old demarcation line who

feel cleaner than they did two months ago* They know who invaded them, whom they

hate, and who will have to pay the bill later bn"*

RED CROSS WORK

The New York Times states:- "The American Red Cross during the past year spent

62,000,000 dollars for supplies sent to .30,000,000 persons abroad* Five million

dollars worth of goods went to prisoners of war* One can imagine how much hope
and comfort a few dollars bought in that sad market. Efforts are now being made

to get relief into China and Russia though it isnf t easy*

"Some services ore hard to measure statistically. Wherever the fighters go

the Red Cross goes its volunteer dollars and volunteer workers are among the finest

expressions of a democracy at war"*

A CULTURE AT STAKE

"The Common Council for American Unity gave a dinner last night in honour of

the 28 Nobel prizewinners now in this country, most of them refugees," states the

New York Times. "Ten laureates were present, ten men and women who reminded their

hearers of the halcyon days when it seemed as if the world were slowly but surely

marching on toward peace and social unity.

"In this war the fate of a whole•culture is at stake - a culture which gave us

the Nobel Prize winners, a culture based on knowledge of the atom, on television,

on theories of evolution and relativity, on great novels, plays and philosophies
of life* If the world is ever socially unified the way must be prepared by
scientists and writers who may work and speak freely. Last night*s dinner was a

liberty dinner,aprotest against the blasphemes and the tyrannies that have quenched
in Fascist countries the spirit embodied by Alfred Nobel and -by those who have been

honoured in accordance with his precepts".

ELIMINATE THE PLAGUE

The New York Herald Tribune comments; "The proper end of the four freedoms

should not be to produce an Impossible Utopia In which half the world will subsist

on hand-outs from tho other half* Nor is that end to be sought for moral reasons

alone* Rightly conceived it represents a practical programme to eliminate as

many of the world’s plague spots as possible, beginning with the virulent aggressions

of the Axis and proceeding on through political freedom to the construction of a

world economic order which will permit orderly progress toward a higher standard of

living* This attempt, if productive forces are stipulated, certainly requires a

departure from the competition and exploitation of the older imperialism, but it

need not mean the filling of economic valleys by leveling off economic peaks* The

world’s productive capacity is not a fixed quantity it is capable of extension to

points far beyond those reached by even the most highly developed nations*

"Among productive forces, American industrial machinery and managerial and

technological skill are tremendously important* No fact stands out with greater

clarity in the report of the Office of War Information concerning the year of war on

the home front than that American industry won the first and possibly the most

decisive of American victories in its speedy conversion to the uses of war"
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CANCELLING CONTRACTS

Samuel Grafton, Columnist of the New York Post states: "Please note that

Washington is now talking about heavy cancellation of certain existing war contracts,

The construction of thew facilities especially will be hit. What does this mean?
it means we have taken the offensive. It means wo know whatwe are doing.

"Every argument in favourof the second front which was offered last fall has been

validated by-this change. Someof us said tften that the policy of the defensive led

to a programme of more-bigness. There is no limit to what you need when you are

on the defensive because you can build your defensive wall of weapons up to the sky.
The change of policy to the offensive, decided long ago but made manifest only last

month, in the African campaign eases our production pressure almost at once.

Now let’s note that every sign shews Hitler to be caught in a despearate

manpower crisis. He is importing foreign workers (importing trouble) into Germany
at an accelerating rate. He was so hungry for French manpower that he was even

'Tilling to blow up the useful facade of the Vichy Government to get it. One out of

every five workmen in Germany is now a foreigner; the populationof Was

never less ’pure' than now, after ton yearsof being led by a racial purist. Can

this need for more production in Germany be linked with the passing' of Germany to

the defensive?".

TO THE BITTER END

The New York Times states: - "Today And notDecember 7 is actually the anniversary

of the beginning of full, scale hostilities with the Axis. It was December 11 of

list year that Hitler and Mussolini led their people into war with us.

"We cannot know precisely what considerations were in the minds of the Axis

leaders when they took their fateful step, but we can guess. They really believed

the propaganda which they had directed for so many years against theUnited States;

they thought that democracy was decadent, that we were a nation of fools and weaklings

They-were equally confident that they could divide ; and confuse and ultimately destroy

the union of powers aligned against them; that theycould play Britain against
America and America against Britain; both'against Russia; the Western Democracies
against China, and China against the West.

"Today on the anniversary of December 11 the American navy is stronger than it

was a year ago. The American people are in the war, to the bitterend. The defensive

stage is over and the attack is now being carried to the Axis. The alliance of the

United Nations is stronger than it was a year age. It will grow Stronger."

THE POSITION OF SPAIN

The Washington Post comments;- "One thing seems certain. Franco wants to remain

technically neutral in this conflict. It will take at best generations for Spain

to recover from the recent terrible civil war. If Spain must again become a battle-

ground, recovery will take centuries. No one knows this better than Franco.

Commenting on the R.A.F. raids on Italy the Post states: Italy's vulnerability
to air attack is certain to increase as the intensity of Allied bombing increases

regardless-of anything Hitler may do about it. Whether the Italians will go

actively on the warpath against the men who have hotrayed then and sold their

nation to the Nazis is not certain...... But it may not be very long at this rate

before Italy has ceased to be a factor of any importance in the war.

U.S.O.W.I.
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